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Abstract
Both the deterministic and stochastic sandpile models are studied on the percolation back-
bone, a random fractal, generated on a square lattice in 2-dimensions. In spite of the under-
line random structure of the backbone, the deterministic Bak Tang Wiesenfeld (BTW) model
preserves its positive time auto-correlation and multifractal behaviour due to its complete
toppling balance, whereas the critical properties of the stochastic sandpile model (SSM) still
exhibits finite size scaling (FSS) as it exhibits on the regular lattices. Analyzing the topog-
raphy of the avalanches, various scaling relations are developed. While for the SSM, the
extended set of critical exponents obtained is found to obey various the scaling relation in
terms of the fractal dimension dBf of the backbone, whereas the deterministic BTW model,
on the other hand, does not. As the critical exponents of the SSM defined on the backbone
are related to dBf , the backbone fractal dimension, they are found to be entirely different
from those of the SSM defined on the regular lattice as well as on other deterministic fractals.
The SSM on the percolation backbone is found to obey FSS but belongs to a new stochastic
universality class.
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1. Introduction
The term “Fractal” was coined by B. Mandelbrot [1] in order to address the notion of
naturally occurring self-similar structures. At the same time to model the fractal objects, the
concept of lattice with non-integer dimension (fractal lattice) was also introduced in the same
spirit [2]. Various lattice statistical models are well studied on such fractal objects not only to
investigate how the well-established theories like ǫ-expansion or real space renormalization
group work on such objects but also to verify the effect of non-integer dimension on the
scaling relations which are derived straightforwardly on a hypercubic lattice. For example,
study of critical phenomena on deterministic fractal lattices through renormalization-group
technique [3] as well as numerical analysis [4] reveals that the critical properties of several
lattice statistical models are affected not only by the non-integer dimension but also by
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various other topological aspects of the fractal lattice (such as ramification, connectivity or
lacunarity). Backbone of the incipient infinite percolation cluster [5] in two-dimensions (2D)
at the percolation threshold is a random fractal lattice whose various scaling properties are
well known [6, 7, 8]. Several dynamical models are also studied on percolation cluster for
its wide application, such as random walk on percolation cluster [9], flow in porous media
[10, 11], absorbing state phase transition [12], etc. In all such studies, the emergence of
non-trivial results occurs due to the coupling of the fractal nature of the underlying object
to the model’s critical dynamics.
On the other hand, the concept of Self Organized Criticality (SOC) was introduced by
Bak, Tang and Weisenfeld (BTW) in order to understand the spontaneous emergence of
spatial and temporal correlation (and hence the criticality) of a wide class of slowly driven
natural systems [13]. BTW sandpile model then becomes a generic model to study the SOC
[14]. Several variants of the BTW model have been extensively studied on regular lattices
and many analytical, as well as numerical results exist in the literature [15]. Among them,
the Stochastic Sandpile Model (SSM) [15] is a well-studied model for its clean scaling be-
haviour which does not exist in BTW model. It is widely accepted that the BTW model
has a multiscaling behaviour [16, 17] due to its complete toppling balance [18] and positive
auto-correlation in avalanche wave series [19, 20], whereas the SSM does not show such cor-
relation and consequently follows finite size scaling (FSS) ansatz. Recent numerical studies
of the SSM have been carried out not only on various regular lattices of integer dimension
but also on various kind of deterministic fractal lattices [21, 22, 23] and the results confirm
the existence of robust FSS behaviour of the SSM across different regular, as well as fractal
lattices though the universality class depends on the space or fractal dimension of these
lattices. The fractal lattices considered for such studies were deterministic, the properties of
SSM as well as BTW on random fractal lattices are yet to be studied. It is then intriguing
to study both the BTW and the SSM on the percolation backbone and investigate whether
the random fractal structure of the backbone can destroy the positive auto-correlation of
BTW model and the model would belong to a new universality class, whether the SSM can
still preserve its robust FSS behaviour and exhibits behaviour of a new stochastic univer-
sality class. In this article, both BTW and SSM are studied on the percolation backbone
generated on the square lattice in 2D and their scaling behaviour estimating an extended
set of exponents through extensive numerical simulations are reported.
2. The models
Infinite percolation networks are obtained generating percolation clusters on the 2D
square lattice employing the well-known Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm [24] with the open
boundary condition. A backbone network is then extracted from an infinite cluster at the
percolation threshold (pc = 0.59278) using irreducible configuration of articulation sites (if
removing a site breaks the cluster into two or more parts, then the site is called articulation
site). The details of the algorithm can be found in Ref. [25]. It has been verified that the
fractal dimension of the backbone is found to be dBf = 1.64 as reported in [8].
BTW and SSM are briefly described here on a percolation backbone generated on a 2D
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square lattice of size L × L. Each site of the backbone is associated with a non-negative
integer variable h representing the height of the “sand column” at that site. Sand grains are
added one at a time to a randomly chosen backbone site and the height of the sand column
of the respective site is increased as hi → hi+1. The sand column at any arbitrary backbone
site i becomes unstable or active when its height hi exceeds a prefixed critical value hc and a
burst of a toppling activity occurs by collapsing the sand column distributing the sand grains
to the available nearest-neighbour (nn) sites on the backbone by some specific rule. As a
result, some of the nn sites may become upper-critical and lead to further toppling activities
in a cascading manner. Consequently, these toppling activities will lead to an avalanche.
During an avalanche, no sand grain is added and the propagation of an avalanche stops if
all sites of the backbone become under-critical.
In BTW, the critical height is taken as hc = di, where di is the number of available
nearest neighbour sites of the ith site on the backbone. The toppling rule of BTW is given
by
hi → hi − di and hj → hj + 1, (1)
where j = 1, · · · , di. Whereas in SSM, the critical height is fixed as hc = 2 for all the
backbone sites. The toppling rule of SSM is given by
hi → hi − 2 and hj → hj + 1, (2)
where j = j1, j2 are two randomly and independently selected nn sites out of the di nn sites
of the ith site on the backbone.
Since the backbone is extracted from incipient infinite percolation cluster, the backbone
must consist of the lattice boundary sites. As both the sandplie models are studied with
the open boundary condition, dissipation of sand grains occurs due to toppling activity on
the lattice boundary sites those belong to the backbone. During dissipation one sand grain
dissipates from the system.
3. Numerical simulations
Defining the model on a percolation backbone, repetitive addition of sand grains drive
the system to a steady state that corresponds to the equal current of incoming flux to the
outgoing flux of the sand grains. Such a situation is identified by the constant average height
of the sand columns. To study the critical behavior of the steady state of sandpile models
on the percolation backbone, different avalanche properties such as the toppling size s, area
a, and lifetime t of the avalanches are measured at the steady state. The toppling size s is
defined as the total number of topplings which occurs in an avalanche, the avalanche area
a is equal to the number of distinct sites toppled in an avalanche, and the lifetime t of an
avalanche is the number of parallel updates to make the unstable configuration to a stable
one where all the sites have hi < hc. The system size L is varied from L = 64 to L = 1024
in multiples of 2. For a fixed system size L, 1024 backbone configurations are generated.
On each backbone, after attaining the steady state for the considered model, 106 avalanches
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(a) BTW (b) SSM
Figure 1: (Colour online) Morphology of a typical avalanche cluster of (a) the BTW and (b) the SSM on
percolation backbone generated on an L = 128 square lattice. Toppling numbers are binned into 5 equal
bins. Different colors correspond to different bins: blue, green, cyan, red, and yellow with decreasing order
of toppling numbers. The gray sites are the site of backbone with no toppling. The black border represents
the lattice boundary.
are neglected and the next 105 avalanches are collected for measurement. Therefore, total
1024× 105 avalanches are taken for data averaging for a given model with specific L.
4. Avalanche Morphology
The morphology of avalanches in the steady state of both the models are presented
here. Typical large avalanches of BTW and SSM obtained in their respective steady states
are shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) respectively. These avalanches are obtained on the same
percolation backbone generated on a lattice of size L = 128, dropping sand grain at the
central part of the backbone (near to the center of the lattice). The backbone considered
here has 3665 number of lattice sites. For both the cases, the area of the avalanche is 80%
of the total number of backbone sites. Maximum toppling for BTW cluster is 154 whereas
that for the SSM is quite high which is 813. For both the cases, the toppling numbers
are binned into 5 equal sizes. Different colours correspond to the different bin of toppling
numbers. Blue colour corresponds to the bin of highest toppling numbers. Green, cyan, red,
yellow colours correspond to the bins of the lower and lower toppling numbers respectively.
The gray color corresponds to the sites of no toppling. It can be seen that the avalanche
in BTW has structured toppling zones, similar to that when the model was studied on the
regular lattice [26, 27]. On the other hand, the avalanche of SSM exhibits random mixing
of colors representing different toppling numbers as that of an avalanche of SSM on 2D
square lattice [28]. It could also be noted here that though both models preserve the nature
of their avalanche morphology, the maximum toppling or the toppling size is quite larger
than that of the 2D regular lattice. This is because the walk dimension is quite high on the
backbone than on the regular lattice (which will be discussed in details in terms of avalanche
exponents in the following section). Sand grains need more steps to travel to the boundary
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Figure 2: (Colour online) Probability distribution of s for various system sizes L are plotted in (a) for BTW
and in (b) for the SSM.
of the backbone than on a regular lattice starting from the same point. As a result, more
toppling occurs in an avalanche on a backbone than on a regular lattice.
5. Multifractal analysis
5.1. Probability distribution function
The probability distribution of various avalanche properties x ∈ {s, a, t} are analyzed to
characterize the critical steady state of sandpile models. At the steady state, the probability
distribution function Px(x, L) of a property x of an avalanche on a percolation backbone
generated on a lattice of size L is expected to obey power-law scaling as
Px(x, L) = x
−τxfx(x/L
Dx), (3)
where x ∈ {s, a, t}, τx is the corresponding critical exponent, Dx is the capacity dimension
and fx is the corresponding scaling function. Data for toppling size only are shown in Fig.
2(a) and 2(b) for BTW and SSM respectively for various system size L.
To estimate the values of the exponents τx and Dx defined in Eq. (3), the concept of
moment analysis [18, 29] for the various avalanche properties has been employed. The qth
moment of x is then given by
〈xq〉 =
∫ xmax
0
xqPx(x, L)dx ∼ L
σx(q) (4)
and σx(q) = [q + 1 − τx]Dx. If the probability distributions obey the scaling form given
in Eq.3, the moment scaling function σx(q) would be a piece wise linear : σx(q) = 0 for
q < τx − 1 and σx(q) = Dx[q + 1− τx] for q > τx − 1 for x ∈ {s, a, t}. Hence, a multiscaling
analysis [16, 17, 30] will be useful in which a spectra of singularity strengths fx(αx) are
obtained. The singularity strengths fx(αx) can be obtained by Legendre transformation of
σx(q) as
fx [αx(q)]− σx(q) = −qαx(q) (5a)
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Figure 3: (Colour online) (a) Plot of αx(q) against q for x = s, a, t for (a) the BTW and (b) the SSM. Plot
of fx(αx) against αx(q) for BTW and SSM in (c) and (d) respectively. Accumulation of points are observed
clearly for each x ∈ {s, a, t} in the case of SSM.
and
αx(q) = ∂σx(q)/∂q (5b)
which are expected to converge at higher values of q. Therefore, a plot of fx(αx) vs αx
should exhibit an accumulation of points for large q in the fx-αx plane where αx,max and
fx,min correspond toDx and−(τx−1)Dx respectively. The analysis not only confirms whether
the models exhibit FSS or not but also estimates the exponents in L→∞ limit.
Following [30, 31], the technique of direct empirical determination of fx has been ap-
plied here. Two quantities log〈xq(L)〉/logL and 〈log(x)xq(L)〉/[log(L)〈xq(L)〉] have been
calculated for finite L and then extrapolated to L → ∞ limit by a suitable logarithmic
correction proposed by Manna [32] to estimate σx(q) and αx(q) for both the models. The
values of fx [αx(q)] have been calculated for the moment q in the range 0 < q ≤ 4 with
0.01 interval. For different avalanche properties x = s, a, t, the plots of αx(q) against q are
shown in Fig. 3(a) for BTW model and in Fig 3(b) for SSM. It can be seen that all the
αx(q)s do not converge for the BTW model upto q = 4 whereas in the case of SSM, there
is a clear convergence of αx(q), which confirms that though the spatial structure is random
fractal the BTW retains its multifractal behavior whereas the SSM obeys FSS. Different
spectra of fx(αx) are plotted in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) for BTW and SSM respectively. For the
case of BTW model, the points are not accumulated at a point on the f − α plane which
is more prominent for avalanche time t. Hence, BTW model exhibits true maultifractal
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Exponent Square Lattice SSTK Arrowhead Backbone
(d = 2) (df = 1.46) (df = 1.58) (d
B
f = 1.64)
τs 1.273(2) 1.13(2) 1.173(1) 1.154(19)
τa 1.382(3) 1.273(11) 1.298(1) 1.288(13)
τt 1.489(9) 1.21(2) 1.279(2) 1.236(14)
Ds 2.750(6) 2.94(3) 2.793(2) 3.06(2)
Da 1.995(3) 1.466(5) 1.584(1) 1.66(1)
Dt 1.532(8) 1.81(1) 1.673(1) 1.87(1)
γsa 1.23(1) – – 1.784(4)
γst 1.70(1) – – 1.547(4)
Table 1: Comparison of different exponents of SSM studied on a regular square lattice, deterministic fractal
[semi-inverse square triadic Koch (SSTK) lattice with fractal dimension 1.46 and arrowhead fractal lat-
tice with fractal dimension ln(3)/ ln(2) = 1.58] and on random fractal (percolation backbone) with fractal
dimension 1.62. The values of the exponents for square lattice, SSTK, and Arrowhead are taken from
Refs. [35, 23]. The numbers in the parentheses represent the error in the last digit(s) of the value of the
exponents. In case of backbone (this work), the errors in τ estimated from the propagation error in the
expression τx = (1− fx,min/αx,max). Similarly the errors in D estimated from the least square fit error during
extrapolation.
behaviour and no exponent is possible to extract. However, it is recently shown in the 2D
induced model [33], 2-dimensional cross-section of site dilutated cubic percolatioan lattice,
the BTW exponents have similarities with the 2D Ising universality class [34] and satisfy
some hyper-scaling relations. Whereas for SSM, the accumulation of points at large q cor-
responds to (αx,max, fx,min). The values of (αx,max, fx,min) are found to be (3.062,−0.472),
(1.663,−0.479), and (1.872,−0.442) for x = s, a, and t respectively and the values of dif-
ferent critical exponents of SSM are then estimated as τs = 1.154, τa = 1.288, τt = 1.236,
Ds = 3.062, Da = 1.663, Dt = 1.872. Note that the values of the exponents obtained for
SSM on the backbone are completely different from those known on the square lattice and
other deterministic fractals. A detailed comparison of the exponents on the square lattice
and deterministic fractal lattices with those on the percolation backbone is given in Ta-
ble 1. Thus SSM on the percolation backbone obeys FSS but belongs to a new stochastic
universality class.
For lattices with integer dimension it is already known that the average toppling size 〈s〉
is equivalent to the average number of steps of a random walker on a given lattice before it
reaches the boundary starting from an arbitrary lattice point [36, 37]. Thus one could get a
relation
σs(q = 1) = Ds(2− τs) = dw, (6)
where dw is the random walk dimension of the lattice considered. This relation for SSM was
not only verified for integer dimension [36] but also for various deterministic fractal lattice
[22, 23]. In the present case of percolation backbone σs(q = 1) for SSM at L→∞ is found
to be 2.62 ± 0.02 which is in agreement with the value of dw ≈ 2.64 estimated by Hong
et al. [6] performing exact enumeration of random walks on backbone. Note that taking
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Figure 4: (Colour online) Plot of scaled distribution Px(x, L)L
τxDx of SSM against scaled variable x/LDx in
(a) for x = s, (b) for x = a, and in (c) for x = t. Different curves are for different system sizes L. Reasonable
collapse of data are observed for all the cases.
the measured values of the exponents the quantity Ds(2 − τs) has the value 2.59 which is
again within the error bar of the measured value of σs(1). Recently, based on an extensive
numerical study Huynh and Pruessner [22, 23] proposed a relation among Ds, dw and spatial
dimension (d) as,
Ds = ad+ bdw (7)
with a = 0.55 and b = 0.82. Taking d = dBf = 1.64 [8], the fractal dimension of the backbone,
and dw = 2.64 [6], the value of Ds will be 3.066 which is again consistent with the measured
value. The value of Da ≈ d
B
f is found for both the BTW and SSM as it is expected.
To verify the measured values of the exponents and the form of the scaling function
defined in Eq. (3) for SSM, a scaled distribution Px(x, L)L
τxDx is plotted against a scaled
variable x/LDx in Fig. 4 for different avalanche properties. For all the cases, the reasonable
data collapse confirms the FSS in the SSM defined on the percolation backbone.
5.2. Conditional expectation
The critical behaviour of sandpile models on the backbone is further investigated by
studying the conditional expectation values [38] of the avalanche properties through moment
analysis technique following Refs. [16, 17]. For a fixed system size L, the qth moment of the
conditional expectation 〈xq〉y,L of a property x keeping another property y fixed at a certain
value, is defined as [38],
〈xq〉y,L =
∫ ∞
0
xqPx|y,L(x|y, L)dx (8)
where Px|y,L(x|y, L) is the conditional probability of property x for a fixed value of y and a
fixed system size L. If Px(x, L) obeys FSS, Px|y,L(x|y, L) can be assumed as Px|y,L(x|y, L) ∼
δ(x−yγxy) in the L→∞ limit where γxy is a critical exponent. The quantity 〈x
q〉y,L is then
expected to scale with the other property y as
〈xq〉y,L ∼ y
κ(q) (9)
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Figure 5: (Colour online) Plot of scaled conditional moment scaling function βaκ(q)/q = log(〈s
q〉
1/q
a,L)/ log(L),
against βa = log(a)/ log(L) for (a) BTW and (b) SSM for three different system sizes L = 256, 512, 1024
and different values of q.
where x ∈ {s, a, t} and κ(q) = qγxy is a L independent moment exponent. However, for
finite system, the quantity y is expected to scale with the system size L as y ∼ Lβy and the
conditional moment should be given by
〈xq〉y,L ∼ L
βyκ(q) (10)
where βyκ(q) would be the conditional moment scaling function. If the system obeys FSS,
the quantity βyκ(q)/q will be independent of q and would be equal to βyγxy [17]. Thus a
plot of βyκ(q)/q versus βy will give a unique slope γxy for various values of q and L. To
measure βyκ(q)/q the quantity log(〈x
q〉
1/q
y,L)/ log(L) is calculated and plotted against βy =
log(y)/ log(L) for x = s and y = a in Fig. 5(a) for BTW and in Fig. 5(b) for the SSM for
q = 1, 2, 3, and 4 and for three different system sizes, L = 256, 512, and 1024. It can be seen
that the plots for BTW are not parallel to each other. Especially at higher values of q, the
plots are dispersed and curved which do not allow to measure any critical exponent. Whereas
for the case of SSM various plots for different q and L values are parallel to each other for
the whole range of βa and the measured slope gives the value of γsa = 1.784 ± 0.004. The
values of other conditional critical exponents are also measured following the same method
and they are found to be: γst = 1.547 ± 0.004, γat = 0.873 ± 0.002. The exponent γxy
can also be obtained in terms of the distribution exponents τx and τy as given in [28]:
γxy = (τy − 1)/(τx − 1). This scaling relation is satisfied within error bars for x, y ∈ s, a, t
for SSM. For example, the values of τs = 1.154 and τt = 1.236 demand that γst should be
1.532, when the measured value of γst is found to be 1.547± 0.004. Thus, the extended set
of exponents obtained here for SSM from moment analysis of both probability distribution
and conditional expectation are consistent with the scaling relations. It should be noted
here that the exponents τx and γxy are found to be different from those obtained for the
same model on the regular and other fractal lattices.
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Figure 6: (Color online) Plot of auto-correlation function of toppling waves C(t) against t for BTW model
(in solid black line) and for SSM (in red dashed line). For both the models 105 toppling waves are considered
and they are collected on one realization of the backbone for L = 1024.
6. Time auto-correlation of toppling waves
The multifractal scaling [18] in BTW model on regular lattice is known to be due to the
finite auto-corelation in the toppling wave [19, 20, 30]. A toppling wave is the number of
topplings during the propagation of an avalanche starting from a critical site without further
toppling at the same site and hence each toppling of the critical site creates a new toppling
wave [39]. It is then importent to study the time auto-correlation of the toppling waves
for the BTW and SSM on the percolation backbone. The time auto-correlation function is
defined as
C(t) =
〈sk+tsk〉 − 〈sk〉
2
〈s2k〉 − 〈sk〉
2
, (11)
where t = 1, 2, · · · and 〈· · · 〉 represents the time average. C(t) is calculated for both the
models — on a system of size L = 1024, generating 105 toppling waves in the steady state.
C(t) values obtained are plotted against t in Fig. 6. It can be seen that C(t) in the BTW
is positive and hence, the toppling waves are highly correlated, whereas for SSM, the values
of C(t) is always 0 revealing the uncorrelated toppling waves. It should be emphasized
here that Karmakar et al. [18] showed that the toppling wave correlation in the BTW-type
sandpile model on an regular lattice is essentially due to the precise toppling balance. Thus
on the backbone the precise toppling balance is maintained for BTW model and the toppling
size which consists of the correlated toppling wave, and the other properties of avalanche
like avalanche area and avalanche time do not obey FSS rather than they obey multiscaling
behaviour. The uncorrelated toppling wave in SSM leads to the system to obey FSS which
is consistence with the observation in the multifractal analysis in previous section.
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7. Toppling surface analysis
The analysis of toppling surface of the avalanche, developed in Refs. [40, 41], gives the
deeper insight about the topography of the avalanche structure. The values of the toppling
number of all the lattice sites of an avalanche define a surface called toppling surface which
is obtained for several large avalanches whose area are more than 80% of the total mass
of the backbone on which they occur. For a given system size L, a total of Nspan = 4096
spanning avalanches are taken over 128 different configurations of backbone. The height
of the toppling surface at a position i is given by S(i), the toppling number at ith site on
the backbone. To study the scaling behaviour of toppling surface a two-point height-height
correlation function, the correlation between the toppling numbers of two sites of backbone
separated by a certain distance is determined. The expectation value of the square of
the difference of toppling numbers δS(r) = |S(x+ r)− S(x)|2 at two sites separated by a
distance r will give the two-point height-height correlation function CL(r). To determine
the above said expectation the probability P [δS(r)] of a particular value of δS(r) occurring
for a fixed value of r is estimated for several values of L and r. Plots of P [δS(r)] versus
δS(r) for various values of L and r are given in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) for BTW and SSM
respectively. Following Ref. [41], the form of the probability distribution function P [δS(r)]
is proposed as
P [δS(r)] =
r−2H
Lζ
g
[
δS(r)
Lζr2H
]
(12)
where H is the Hurst exponent, ζ is another exponents, and g is the scaling function. Thus
for a given L, the correlation function CL(r) is obtained as
CL(r) =
∫ ∞
0
δS(r)P [δS(r)]d[δSL(r)]
∼ r2HLζ (13)
Note that CL(r) is a system size dependent correlation function which is generally observed
in stochastic sandpile models [41]. In order to determine the values of the Hurst exponent
H and the other exponent ζ , integrated correlation function IL(R) up to a distance R is
obtained as
IL(R) =
∫ R
0
CL(r)dr ∼ R
1+2HLζ , (14)
It can be seen that at R = L the value of IL(R) scales as IL(L) ∼ L
1+2H+ζ . Consequently a
plot of IL(R)/L
1+2H+ζ against R/L in log-log scale will give the slope 1 + 2H and from the
best collapse of data, one could find the value of ζ . The plots of log2[IL(R)/L
1+2H+ζ ] against
log2[R/L] for various values of L are given in Fig. 7(c) for BTW and in Fig. 7(d) for SSM.
Tuning the value of 1 + 2H + ζ the best collapse is observed when 1+ 2H + ζ = 4.75± 0.03
for BTW and 1+2H+ ζ = 3.87±0.01 for SSM; while the slope, which is equal to 1+2H , is
measured as 3.00±0.05 and 1.85±0.02 for BTW and SSM respectively (given by the straight
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Figure 7: (Colour online) Plot of probability distribution of δS(r) for various values of L and r in (a) for
BTW and in (b) for SSM. Plot of IL(R)/L
1+ζ+2H against R/L in (c) for BTW and in (d) for SSM for
L = 256(#), 512(2), 1024(△). The straight line in each figure having slope 1 + 2H is a guide to the eye.
line in the respective figures). Thus the value of H is found to be ≈ 1 and 0.425 ± 0.010
for BTW and SSM, while the value of ζ is ≈ 1.75 for BTW and ≈ 2 for SSM. It should
be noted here that the value of the Hurst exponent H ranges from 0 to 1 and its value
defines the nature of correlation presents in the surface, e.g.; the values H > 1/2, H = 1/2,
and H < 1/2 correspond to correlated, uncorrelated and anti-correlated Brownian functions
respectively [42]. Since the Hurst exponent of toppling surface of SSM studied on the
backbone is 0.42 < 1/2, its toppling surfaces are anti-correlated surfaces. On the other
hand, the BTW toppling surface is expected to be smooth and less fluctuating as usually
seen when the model studied in the two-dimensional square lattice. In-spite of the fact
that the substrate (percolation backbone) considered here is random as well as fractal in
nature, the toppling surface of the BTW model when studied on such substrate is found to
be completely correlated as the Hurst’s exponent is found as ≈ 1.
To verify further the values of the exponents the overall surface width WL, for a given L
is also studied. WL is defined as
WL =
〈
1
MB
MB∑
i=0
(S¯ − Si)
2
〉1/2
(15)
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Figure 8: (Colour online) Plot of width WL against L in double logarithmic scale for (a) BTW and (b)
SSM. The slope of the solid straight line, obtained from the least square fitting, as indicated beside, is the
estimated value of χ for the respective model.
whereMB is the mass of the backbone, S¯ is the average toppling height, and 〈· · · 〉 represents
the average over the toppling surfaces. The width WL is expected to scale with L as
WL ∼ L
χ (16)
where χ is known as the roughness exponent. To have an estimate of the exponent χ, WL is
calculated for different system sizes L and plotted against L in Fig. 8(a) for BTW and Fig.
8(a) for SSM in double logarithmic scale. The best-fitted straight line gives the slope as
χBTW = 1.74± 0.02 χSSM = 1.419± 0.016. To obtain a relationship between the exponents
H and χ, the square of the width, W 2L can be expressed as
W 2L =
1
MB
∫ L
0
CL(r)rdr (17)
As MB ∼ L
dB
f and the integration is over the plane of the backbone, one could get
W 2L ∼ L
−dB
f
+ζ+dB
f
+2H ∼ Lζ+2H (18)
which immediately follows a scaling relation
χ = ζ/2 +H. (19)
This relation is well satisfied within the error bar by the measured exponents. Note that
this relation is also satisfied for SSM on 2D square lattice [41] though the value of ζ equal
to 1 there. The difference between Hurst exponent and Roughness exponent appeared
from system size dependent correlation function as was observed in Ref. [41]. The critical
exponent of toppling surfaces and that of the avalanche size capacity dimension can be found
to be related as
Ds = spatial dimension + χ = d
B
f + χ. (20)
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Figure 9: (Colour online) Plot of Scaled distribution P [δS(r)]r2HL against scaled variable δS(r)/Lr2H for
(a) BTW and (b) SSM for various choice of L and r. Collapse of data for BTW model is not satisfactory
whereas for SSM that is reasonably good.
For the SSM, taking dBf = 1.64 and χSSM = 0.42, Ds,SSM should be 3.06 which is in
agreement to the measured value of Ds,SSM = 3.062 by the moment analysis of avalanche
size. Since the BTW model does not follow FSS, the value of Ds,BTW is not well defined
and such relation is not satisfied well. However, taking dBf = 1.64 and the measured value
of χBTW = 1.74± 0.02, one can obtain Ds,BTW = 3.38 close to the value of αs(q) at higher
q (e.g αs(q = 4) in Fig. 3(a)).
Finally, to verify the scaling form of the probability distribution P [δSL(r)], the value
of the exponent H and ζ , a scaled distribution P [δSL(r)]r
2HL against a scaled variable
δSL(r)/Lr
2H for different values L and r are plotted in Figs. 9(c) and (d). Taking respective
values of H and ζ of a given model, an attempt has been made to collapse the data. It can
be seen that while a good data collapse is observed for SSM taking H = 0.42 and ζ = 2,
for BTW the collapsed data is not satisfactory which could be due to the fact that BTW
model does not obey FSS ansatz. On the other hand, reasonable data collapse for the SSM
not only confirms the proposed scaling function given in Eq. (12) is correct but also verify
the measured correct exponents.
8. Conclusion
Both the deterministic and the stochastic sandpile models have been carried out on
the percolation backbone in order to verify the effect of a random fractal on the critical
properties of such sandpile models. By extensive numerical analysis, an extended set of
critical exponents of both the models has been estimated and verified through various scaling
analysis. Multifractal analysis of the probability distribution functions and the expectations
of the avalanche properties suggest that though the spatial structure is a random fractal,
the BTW model preserves its multiscaling behaviour due to its complete toppling balance,
whereas the SSM retains its robust finite size scaling behaviour. Moreover, the toppling
surface analysis has been carried out and the attempt has been made to explore the effect
of the fractal dimension of the backbone on the characteristics of the toppling surface for
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both the models. New scaling relations have been developed in terms of fractal dimension of
the backbone and such scaling relations are verified numerically. As the critical exponents
depend on the dimension of the underlying structures, the values of the critical exponents
of SSM on the percolation backbone are found to be very different from those for the model
defined on the regular and other fractal lattices. Hence, SSM on the percolation backbone
belongs to a new stochastic universality class.
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